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Subject Progress Plan 
 
Subject: German  Year:   9  Term:  3a Topic:  Feste und Traditionen 

  

Pupil flightpath Mastery Steps 
GCSE 
target 

KS2 start 
point 

Knowledge of Vocabulary Language skills and applications 

 
8/9 

 
 

 
117-120 

TOPIC: FESTIVALS AND TRADITIONS 
 

 Excellent knowledge of topic vocabulary 

 Able to recall all key vocabulary and reuse with accurate spelling   

 Able to apply vocabulary across topics 

 Uses initiative to research new vocabulary  

 Can understand longer dialogues and texts on this topic, containing unfamiliar 
language 

 Can use longer sentences with an increasing range of connectives, intensifiers, 
expressions of frequency & sequencers 

 Can accurately use all three main tenses 

 Can confidently and accurately write 90 words on the topic of Feste using a range 

of tenses  

 Can confidently describe what they see on a photo card 

 Can understand the role-play criteria for the speaking exam 

 Can respond with confidence to general conversation questions on the topic of 
Feste 

 
6/7 

 
 
 
 

 
102-116 

TOPIC: FESTIVALS AND TRADITIONS 

 

 Excellent knowledge of topic vocabulary  

 Able to recall almost all key vocabulary and reuse with accurate spelling   

 Beginning to apply vocabulary across topics 

 Uses initiative to research new vocabulary  
 

 Can understand longer dialogues and texts on this topic, containing unfamiliar 
language 

 Can use longer sentences with an increasing range of connectives, intensifiers, 
expressions of frequency & sequencers 

 Can accurately use all three main tenses of regular verbs and common irregular 
verbs 

 Can write 90 words on the topic of Feste using a range of tenses  

 Can describe what they see on a photo card 

 Can understand the role-play criteria for the speaking exam 

 Can respond to general conversation questions on the topic of Feste 

 
4/5 

 
 
 
 

 
85-101 

TOPIC: FESTIVALS AND TRADITIONS 

 

 Sound knowledge of topic vocabulary  

 Able to recall most key vocabulary from memory  

 Beginning to research new vocabulary with reasonable success 
 

 Can understand short dialogues and texts on this topic, containing some 
unfamiliar language 

 Can use longer sentences with an increasing range of connectives, intensifiers, 
expressions of frequency & sequencers 

 Can attempt to use all three main tenses of regular verbs 

 Can write 90 words on the topic of Feste using a range of tenses, though not 

always accurately 

 Can use basic language to say what they see on a photo card 

 Can understand the role-play criteria for the speaking exam 

 Can respond to most general conversation questions on the topic of Feste 

 
2/3 

 
80-84 

TOPIC: FESTIVALS AND TRADITIONS 

 

 Limited knowledge of topic vocabulary  
 Able to recall basic vocabulary from memory 

 Can understand longer sentences with an increasing range of connectives  

 Can use simple sentences in the perfect, present and future tense with support 

 Can attempt to use all three main tenses of regular verbs in the ich form 

 Can write 90 words on the topic of Feste using different tenses, though not 
always accurately 

 Can use basic language to say what they see on a photo card 

 Can understand the role-play criteria for the speaking exam 

 Can respond to some general conversation questions on the topic of Feste 
 


